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Close Encounters: How Cortical
Neurons Find and Connect to
Their Correct Synaptic Partners
Depends on the Cell Type
In this issue of Neuron, Stepanyants et al. embark
on quantitative analyses of the axonal and dendritic
arbors of cortical neurons. They test whether the paths
taken by axons actually bring them closer to their true
synaptic partners than they would have gotten by
chance encounters based on the same axon trajec-
tories. The results depend on the type of presynaptic
neuron. Inhibitory cells take paths that explicitly link
them to their actual partners while excitatory axons
are as likely to have close encounters with actual part-
ners as with other neurons. These results suggest that
the mechanisms for selectivity depend on the type of Figure 1. Different Types of Cortical Neurons Have Different Mor-
presynaptic neuron. phologies
The dendritic (red) and axonal arbors (blue) of an excitatory pyrami-
dal neuron have distinctly different patterns of branching than theEven the casual observer can see that not all neurons
axons of a fast-spiking inhibitory neuron (black, at top, right) or a
look alike (e.g., Figure 1). And from the old adage that regular-spiking inhibitory neuron (also black, at bottom, right).
form follows function it should be apparent, then, that
there are probably many neuron types that each serve
different functions. Less casual observers who have dritic arbors of pairs of neurons that either were actually
connected to each other or that were not connected.spent countless hours staring at neurons through micro-
scopes will tell you about a sort of pathology that can Stepanyants et al. begin by comparing the trajectories
of axons from inhibitory neurons versus excitatory neu-develop. The branching patterns of dendritic and axonal
arbors that are characteristic of neurons become so rons. They consider the paths taken by the axons as
clues to how specificity of connections (if any) might beimprinted that similar structures outside the lab begin
to take the form of neurons: cracks in the sidewalk that manifested. Consider, for example, a mail carrier, an ice
cream truck playing kid-friendly music, and a truck withbranch and turn at just the right angles, a bare tree in
winter, or arcs of lightning flashing across the sky. These a loudspeaker sending a political message, each making
their way through a suburban neighborhood. Both trucksneuroanatomists can tell you much more about a neu-
ron, even from the briefest glimpse of even a small part of take a relatively straight path through the neighborhood
streets, each sending out their message to those closethe cell. For example, inhibitory cortical neurons “look”
different from excitatory cortical neurons. This is not enough to hear it. These paths are both similar, but the
interactions are different. The political message is sentjust because the dendrites of excitatory neurons have
spines and usually take on a pyramidal morphology, but and received randomly to anyone close enough to hear
it. But the music from the ice cream truck attracts neigh-the axons also look different. The angles at which the
axons branch and the lengths of the branches give them borhood children to run out to the truck and buy treats.
There is specificity in this interaction—only the childrena different appearance. But what do the differences in
the appearance of each neuron type tell us about how who want ice cream get it—but this is not clearly re-
flected in the path of the ice cream truck. Finally, thethe brain actually works?
It was recently suggested by Thomson and Morris mail carrier checks each letter, walks purposefully up
to the door of each house that is to receive mail and(2002) that the morphological differences between corti-
cal neurons might be related to the mechanisms by skips the houses with no mail. The mail carrier branches
off from the street frequently so that there are manywhich specific connections are formed. Based on infor-
mal observations of neuronal morphologies they note short branches in the path and the path becomes more
curved and tortuous. The trajectory of the mail carrier“…the axons of most pyramidal (excitatory) cells follow
near linear trajectories…and do not give the impression reflects a specific interaction.
Stepanyants et al. quantified the axons of inhibitoryof having had to become convoluted to ‘find’ their appro-
priate targets. In contrast, the axonal arbours of many and excitatory neurons by calculating the average
branch length and the amount of tortuosity. The tortuos-interneurones (inhibitory cells) are extremely complex,
with multiple side branches and often tortuous paths.” ity is the ratio between the actual distance between two
points following along the axon’s path and the shortestIn this issue of Neuron, Stepanyants et al. (2004) investi-
gate these ideas quantitatively, first by explicitly quanti- distance between the same two points; a meandering
stream has high tortuosity. They found that the axonsfying the differences in the axon trajectories for excit-
atory versus inhibitory neurons, and then by comparing of excitatory neurons took relatively straight paths, while
those of inhibitory neurons had greater tortuosity andthe spatial relationships between the axonal and den-
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shorter average branch lengths. These findings con- sults depended on the cell type. When the presynaptic
cells were pyramidal there were no more potential syn-firmed and quantified what had been expected from
previous qualitative observations (Thomson and Morris, apses for the actual cell pairs than predicted from the
shifted distributions. This was the case both for potential2002). They suggest that inhibitory axons seek out spe-
cific postsynaptic targets while the excitatory axons ei- shaft synapses and spine synapses. But when the pre-
synaptic cells were inhibitory the numbers of potentialther make random connections or derive their specificity
through other mechanisms. synapses were significantly greater than expected by
chance.They went on to reason that, if the actual trajectories
of axons do in fact serve the purpose of bringing them Furthermore, the results depended on whether the
presynaptic inhibitory cell was actually connected to theclose to preferred synaptic partners, there might be
quantifiable differences in the relationships between ax- labeled “postsynaptic” cell and on the type of postsyn-
aptic cell. When there were no actual connections, theons and dendrites for neighboring neurons that are con-
nected compared to those that are not. To test for such numbers of potential synapses were not greater than
chance. But when the cell pairs were actually connected,differences they used combined anatomical and physio-
logical data in which 88 pairs of cortical neurons were there were more potential synapses than expected by
chance. And the spatial scale at which the potentialrecorded simultaneously. In the live tissue, these neu-
rons were tested to determine whether they were func- synapses were found depended on the postsynaptic
cell type. When there was an actual connection from ationally connected. Then the cells were filled with dye
and anatomically reconstructed in three dimensions. presynaptic inhibitory neuron to a postsynaptic inhibi-
tory neuron there were almost 3-fold more potentialThis allowed an analysis of spatial relationships between
the axonal and dendritic arbors of each neuron pair. It shaft synapses than the chance level, but no increase
in the number of potential spine synapses. When therewas then possible to assess whether there were any
differences that depended on whether the cells were was an actual connection from a presynaptic inhibitory
neuron to a postsynaptic pyramidal neuron there wereactually connected.
Stepanyants et al. developed new analysis methods 56% more shaft synapses than chance and 26% more
spine synapses. These differences are as predicted fromto quantify these relationships, but they were based on
a concept introduced previously by the same research the lack of spine synapses onto postsynaptic inhibitory
neurons and the presence of inhibitory connections ontogroup. This is a conceptual entity that they call the po-
tential synapse (Stepanyants et al., 2002). The idea is both spines and shafts of pyramidal neurons.
Thus, not only do inhibitory axons take more convo-that when an axon and dendrite pass by each other
within a close enough distance, there is the potential to luted paths than excitatory axons, these paths take them
closer to the cells with which they actually connect thanform a synapse. They consider two types of potential
synapses corresponding to the two types most often to cells with which they do not connect. And these close
encounters are at the correct spatial scale for the typeobserved in real connections. The first is a synapse
made onto a postsynaptic dendritic spine and the sec- of synapse that is formed onto each type of postsynaptic
neuron. The increased rates of close encounters do notond is made onto a dendritic shaft. These two different
types of potential synapses differ in their spatial scale. appear to be the result of the connection bias per se,
because both connected and unconnected cell pairsSpine synapses can potentially occur over relatively
large distances by virtue of the growth of new spines have potential synapses. For example, even unconnec-
ted cell pairs have an average of 2.2 potential shaftto make contact with the axon—this distance is 1–2
m. Shaft synapses require much closer proximity—just synapses and 6.6 potential spine synapses. And despite
larger values for potential spine synapses, the numbers0.2–0.4 m. In previous studies it was shown that the
number of potential synapses made between excitatory of potential synapses between inhibitory neurons ex-
ceed chance values only for the less common potentialpyramidal neurons far exceeds the actual number of
synapses (Stepanyants et al., 2002). This suggested that shaft synapses.
These studies are likely to be extended in the futurespecificity could be achieved by selective growth of
dendritic spines to achieve the preferred arrangement by consideration of interactions between the multitude
of specific inhibitory neuron types. Some of these inhibi-of connections—like the kids running out to the ice
cream truck. tory cell types tend to make more synapses onto shafts
and cell bodies, while others are more likely to makeIn the present analysis, the numbers of potential syn-
apses were calculated for neighboring cell pairs that synapses onto spines. Thus, the increased incidence of
potential shaft versus spine synapses onto pyramidalwere simultaneously labeled in the same tissue. To de-
termine whether these values exceeded chance levels, it cells might also depend on the type of presynaptic inhib-
itory neuron. It will be necessary to collect data fromwas necessary to construct a statistical measure which
took into account the unique morphological features of many more cell pairs of various inhibitory neuron types
before this can be resolved. But this should not detractthe axonal and dendritic arbors of each cell pair. This
was done by calculating the numbers of potential syn- from the present study—complete 3D reconstruction of
88 neuron pairs is already a heroic undertaking.apses after the two cells’ positions were shifted relative
to each other so that the morphologies were preserved These new observations make important new contri-
butions to our understanding of cortical circuits. First,but the true positions in the neuropil were not. The num-
bers of potential synapses for the shifted distributions they confirm quantitatively what had been observed an-
ecdotally. Excitatory axons take straighter paths throughwere then compared to the actual numbers for the un-
shifted pairs. the neuropil than inhibitory neurons. Second, they show
that, for inhibitory neurons, the precise relationshipsAs expected from the analysis of axon paths, the re-
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between the axons and dendrites of connected cells
are not arbitrary. The arbors come into close enough
proximity to potentially make synapses more frequently
than expected just from their characteristic branching
patterns. These relationships are likely to reflect the
mechanisms by which specific connections are formed
and maintained. The paths of inhibitory axons, like the
mail carrier, take them to just the right place so that
they can make the very close encounters required for
shaft synapses. But the paths of excitatory axons, like
the ice cream truck, take straighter paths. They presum-
ably rely on the higher probability of chance interactions
over the distances that spines can reach. Perhaps if
these connections are specific, the specificity is re-
flected in the arrangement of dendritic spines.
Edward M. Callaway
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